
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
strategic alliances. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategic alliances

Develop a deep understanding of the alliances, their products, their
strategies, their customer value, and how they go-to-market
Understand the value proposition of HP vs our Alliance partners and be able
to negotiate a win win situation to maximize profitability for HP
Develop trust-based and sustainable relationships with key personnel across
the alliances, including executive management
Drive the creation of product integrations, joint solutions, product roadmap
alignment, and differentiation
Identify areas of joint customer value and ways of driving customer adoption
for alliances vision
Become the business and virtual team lead for alliances, systems engineering,
marketing and sales across these partnerships
Effective management of key stakeholder’s expectations for the above
responsibilities
Assist in management of all NBA and NFL team marketing programs as
highlighted by the Manager
Develop framework, governance, and manage execution of partner programs
such as certifications, Marketing Communications activities, partner portal
administration and work with extended stakeholder teams to maximize
TELUS competitiveness
Develop framework, governance and manage execution of partner
investments and funding (including Market Development Funds, Volume
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Qualifications for strategic alliances

Comprehensive ownership of the long term viability of the alliance in all
aspects of the partnerships, inclusive of commercial strategy and execution,
R&D collaboration, business development opportunities with the alliance,
operational efficiency and financial and contractual commitments therein
Fluency with a range of marketing tactics
Proven track record for creating and maintaining effective relationships
Creative judgement
Understanding of the sports and entertainment industry and relevant
opportunities
Demonstrated ability to think strategically and executive effectively


